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Overview of Awhi Mai Awhi Atu
Research Aims 2020-2023
Using mātauranga-ā-iwi & western science

Why are there so many
seastars and how can we
manage them into the
future?
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2021
6. Can we co-develop a
Shellfish Management
Action Plan (SMAP) for the
whole harbour?

2. Where is the best place to
restore mussels in the
harbour and why?

2022
2

2020
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5. What tools/models will
assist to make decisions for
the harbour, for the long
term.

3. How can we retain
and/or increase the
remaining mussels on the
bottom?

2022
Previous mussel abundance:
Map 1: 2007-2009 – estimated 112 million mussels to 16 million, western side
Map 2: 2013-2016 – estimated 2 million mussels to 485 thousand, western side
Map 3: 2016 – 2 of 3 traditional beds gone, 59 thousand in remaining bed, eastern side
Map 4: 2019 – estimated 78 thousand mussels in whole harbour
2009 – 1.2 million seastars in western mussel bed or 672 tonnes
2019 – 59 thousand eleven-armed seastars + 24 thousand cushion stars, mussel station 2
- 100,000 seastars observed in 2 hectre pipi bed, eastern side
- no seastars at entrance

4. What is the distribution
and abundance of pipi and
tuangi (cockles) in the
harbour?

2021

2020

Mussel restoration update
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Seastar management
• Submitted funding application to Sustainable Seas Innovation Fund

• Investigate economic potential of bioactives and collagen products from
seastars to assist management of overpopulations, for the long term
•

Waste streams will be used to make lower value products

• Aim to establish zero-waste stream philosophy and low environmental
impact
• Provide opportunity for taiohi (iwi youth) to participate in lab trials
• Collaboration with:

Deploying light loggers into the harbour
Dr Richard Bulmer, NIWA

Where are the best places to restore mussels?
• We need good information on the environmental conditions within Ōhiwa
to inform models/identify the best place to restore and retain mussels.
• Environmental information includes data on bathymetry, sediment
condition, hydrodynamics, water clarity, light etc.
• One area which we don’t have much information on is how much light
reaches the seafloor and how this varies throughout the harbour.

How much light reaches the seafloor is
important because:
1.

Light availability impacts how
much food (algae/plankton) is
available to shellfish.

2.

Light is used by algae and
other plants, which produce
oxygen and remove nutrients
from the water column.

3.

Light can be used to better
understand how clear the
water is. The worse the water
clarity, the lower the seafloor
light levels.

What have we been doing and why?
• Measuring light levels and
water clarity throughout Ōhiwa.
• We will use this data to create a
map of light availability
throughout the harbour.

• This information will be used in
models to help work out where
the best areas might be for
mussel and other shellfish
restoration/recovery.

Understanding shellfish feeding behaviour and
food supply accessibility in Ōhiwa harbour
Megan Ranapia, University of Waikato

Background

Seston supply to
traditional
mussel beds in
Ōhiwa Harbour
Informing future research
in suitable mussel
translocation sites.

• Passive and active restoration
strategies e.g. “recruitment and
substrate
limited”
approach
(Bramaugh & Coen, 2009)
• Understand species ecology and
environmental interactions to ensure
highest success of intervention.
• Tides,
weather,
discharge,
sedimentation
and
primary
production
regulate
food
composition and concentrations.

1. Establishing ‘feeding dependent thresholds’

Aim: Quantify how local
hydrodynamics (tides) and
weather events, regulate seston
supply to the traditional benthic
mussel beds in Ōhiwa Harbour.
1.

Establishing ‘feeding
dependent thresholds’.

2.

Record environmental data in
different weather scenarios.

3.

Estimate the proportion of
time mussels could be
inhibited from feeding.

Schwartz et al, 2006l.,

2006

References: Gardner 2002; Hawkins et al., 1999; Inglis et al., 2000; Ogilvie,
2000; Schwarz et al., 2006; Widdows et al. 2002; Wildish & Miyares, 1990.

2. Measure environmental data

2. Measure environmental data cont..

Next
• Dive surveys, identify and map current distribution and
abundance of mussels and seastars on the bottom

• Wānanga to co-design this seasons taura whiri kūtai (natural
resource spat lines) for deployment into the harbour
• Continue tasks 2 & 3
• Identify PhD students for Tasks 1 & 4
• Work with other funded scientists to identify how we can work
together to further assist our harbour
Kia ora
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